We propose a new model for wrinkle detection in human faces using a marked point process. In order to detect an arbitrary shape of wrinkles, we represent them as a set of line segments, where each segment is characterized by its length and orientation. We propose a probability density of wrinkle model which exploits local edge profile and geometric properties of wrinkles. To optimize the probability density of wrinkle model, we employ reversible jump Markov chain Monte Carlo sampler with delayed rejection. Experimental results demonstrate that the new algorithm detects facial wrinkles more accurately than a recent state-of-the-art method.
INTRODUCTION
Since wrinkles are the most significant features of aging, the antiaging market to treat facial wrinkles is growing rapidly. Cosmetic companies develop various anti-wrinkle creams, and dermatological companies invest in wrinkle filler injections. Thus, there is a need to evaluate performances of such products in that image based wrinkle detection algorithm enables to test large quantity of subjects in an efficient way. Also, vectorized wrinkles can have many applications such as age estimation, forensic application [1] and aged face synthesis.
While the wrinkles are easily distinguishable to human eyes, it is a challenging task for computer vision systems to detect them automatically. First, the wrinkles exhibit distinctive shapes according to ethnic group, gender, age, and personal life style. Moreover, they are observed as subtle features that highly depend on acquisition environment. Batool and Chellappa [2] proposed a stochastic wrinkle detection method based on marked point process (MPP). They employed a second derivative linear filter to extract line structures from an image, and penalized an overlap of wrinkle segments. However, their solution strongly depends on the initial condition, and fails to detect complex patterns of wrinkles.
We propose a wrinkle detection algorithm based on MPP framework. We suppose that wrinkles are interacting line segments that follow the proposed probability density. Specifically, the probability density of wrinkle model is designed to accept smoothly connected lines which are corresponding to edge profile. The reversible jump Markov chain Monte Carlo (RJMCMC) [3] with delayed rejection [4] is employed to maximize this density. Experimental results show that the proposed method provides better wrinkle detection performances when compared to the algorithm of Batool and Chellappa [2] .
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides basics of spatial point processes. Section 3 proposes a probability density of wrinkle model. Section 4 describes RJMCMC and acceleration scheme. Section 5 demonstrates experimental results. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
SPATIAL POINT PROCESSES
This section briefly reviews the spatial point processes [5, 6] , on which the proposed model is based. Point processes describe a scene by an unordered set of points in a compact set F ⊂ R d . The set of configurations Ωn that consists of n points of F is defined as
A point process X on F maps a measurable probability space onto the configuration space Ω = ∪ ∞ n=0 Ωn. For example, the homogeneous Poisson process counts the number of points following a discrete Poisson distribution. However, points can interact with each other in many applications. An MPP introduces additional parameters (mark) for each point to detect objects in a scene. The mark typically encodes the geometric shape of an object. In this work, we assume that a wrinkle corresponds to a line segment, w i = (p i , mi), where p i = (xi, yi) ∈ F ⊂ R 2 is the center of the line in image coordinate space, and mi = ( i, θi) is the object parameter vector which consists of a length and an orientation, respectively. Furthermore, a probability density f (·) consists of a data fidelity and a prior energy terms. If a point agrees with the probability density function, such a point has a higher chance of being accepted into the final configuration.
PROBABILITY DENSITY OF WRINKLE MODEL
This section proposes a probability density of wrinkle model to fit into the given image data, and to constrain spatial relationships of line segments. First, the data term employs the local image gradient. Second, we design the prior energy, which would encourage smooth connection of wrinkle segments while avoiding abrupt intersections of those. The probability density function f (·) can be represented as the product of a data dependent term h d (·) and a prior energy hp(·), given by
where w = {wi, · · · , wn} is a configuration of wrinkle segments.
In this section, we develop the stochastic wrinkle model in a Gibbs energy form U (w) ∝ − log f (w) which is associated with the probability density function f (w). derivative filter is widely used to extract such linear structures. In addition, we would like to use the orientation information, since we assume wrinkles are oriented line segments. Freeman and Adelson proposed a steerable filter [7] that detects local orientation of the edge. For any arbitrary orientation, a steerable filter can be generated from linear combination of basis filters. In this work, we employ second derivative of Gaussian functions as the basis filter set. The basis filter set for a pixel p is given by
Data likelihood
where g(p) denotes the Gaussian function of R 2 . Then, the interpolating function of orientation θ is k(θ) = [cos 2 θ − sin 2θ sin 2 θ] . Finally, a steerable filter associated with orientation θ is given by
As shown in Fig. 1 , steerable filter responses highlight a corresponding orientation. Batool and Chellappa [2] used the Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) filter to extract thin line structures from the image; however, the LoG filter cannot measure directional information. We define the data likelihood as the sum of steerable filter responses according to the length and the orientation of a given wrinkle segment w i:
where θi is an angle corresponding to the wrinkle segment wi, I denotes the grayscale input image, and ∇I θ i = g θ i * I is the gradient intensity obtained by the steerable filter g θ i .
Prior energy
The prior energy of the proposed model defines the relationship of adjacent line segments. Since the wrinkles appear on skin as curved lines with a small curvature, the prior model encourages smoothly connected line segments to be accepted into the final configuration. On the other hand, a repulsive interaction is defined to reject abrupt intersection and overlapping of segments. Let N (w i) be a neighborhood set of lines for a wrinkle wi. We assume two lines to be neighbors when the distance between their centers is smaller than the sum of their half lengths:
The N (wi) can be partitioned into two disjoint sets: attractive neighborhood set Na(wi) and repulsive neighborhood set Nr(wi). For simplicity, we only describe how to build the attractive neighborhood set because the repulsive neighborhood set is trivial, Nr = N \ Na. The attractive neighborhood of wi is composed of connected and aligned line segments at the ends of the wi. That is
(5) Fig. 2 . Illustration of a wrinkle configuration that includes an attractive interaction Na(w1) = {w2}, a repulsive interaction Nr(w2) = {w3}, and a single segment N (w4) = ∅.
If two line segments share their end points at the same image coordinate, then they are said to be connected. Also, we assume that two lines are connected if the distance between the end points is within the pre-defined interval τ . The distance of the end points dij is computed as
where p L and p R denote the coordinates of the left and the right end points, respectively. Moreover, a curvature of connected lines should be minimized to avoid jitter of wrinkles. The curvature is simply measured by the angular difference of the connected lines:
Intuitively, a smaller value of θij represents a smaller curvature.
Note that wj will be excluded from Na(wi) when the angular difference θij is greater than the pre-defined angle τ θ . After constructing Na(wi), we can compute the attractive energy Ua(wi) given by
where
is the Quality Function [8] which
We penalize a wrinkle segment according to the cardinality of the repulsive neighborhood set. Let n(A) count the number of segments in a set A. Then, the repulsive prior energy Ur(wi) is:
Also, a single segment which has no neighborhood is penalized with a positive constant value, because such a segment corrupts the final configuration with fragments.
For better understanding, we provide graphical interpretation of the neighborhood system in Fig. 2 . We can observe an attractive interaction between w 1 and w2. The w3 is included in the repulsive neighborhood set of w2, because the angular difference θ23 exceeds the threshold value. The w4 is apart from the other line segments; thus, w4 is a single segment.
To sum up, the prior energy Up(wi) is given by
where β k,k={1,2,3} represent weighting factors which control the relative importance of each term. β1 is a threshold to control the birth of a new wrinkle segment which depends on the resolution and brightness of an image. If β1 is fixed to a high value, then the final Fig. 3 . A state of the Markov chain is related to a wrinkle configuration, and updates its state according to the acceptance ratio of transition kernel.
configuration suffers from under-detection. In this work, we set β 1 as a mean of the LoG filter responses multiplied by the minimum length of the wrinkle segment min. For attractive interaction, we use β2 = 0.2β1. β3 is set to a large number to realize hard-core condition [5] .
OPTIMIZATION
In this section, we present a stochastic optimization based on simulated annealing and reversible jump Markov chain Monte Carlo (RJMCMC) with delayed rejection. Our goal is to maximize the proposed density (equivalent to minimizing the associated Gibbs energy) in order to extract wrinkles from an image. Since the density function is nonconvex and lies in varying dimension, it is impossible to maximize the given function directly. To solve the optimization problem, we employ simulated annealing method, which optimizes an unnormalized density function f (w)
1
T instead of f (w). T is the temperature parameter which gradually decreases from the initial temperature T0 to zero as the iteration procedure goes on.
RJMCMC sampler
The RJMCMC algorithm [3] simulates a discrete Markov chain (Xt) t∈N over the configuration space Ω. The Markov chain converges toward the stationary target distribution which is specified by the probability density of wrinkle model (1) . At each iteration, a current configuration w is locally perturbed by adding, removing, or modifying a wrinkle segment (see Fig. 3 ). More specifically, a new configuration w is proposed according to a transition kernel Q(w, ·) which can be decomposed into different types of moves Qm with probability pm. That is
For the reversibility of the Markov chain, proposed sub-transition kernels must satisfy the detailed balance condition [3] . The acceptance ratio for the m-th type of move is defined by
Birth-and-Death
The birth kernel adds a new wrinkle segment into the configuration.
A new wrinkle segment w is randomly chosen from the considered mark space. The acceptance ratio of birth kernel is given by
where pB and pD denote the probability of choosing birth and death, respectively. λ(F ) is the Lebesgue measure over the mark space.
That is λ(F) = F × | max − min| × |θmax − θmin|, where max is the maximum length of a wrinkle segment. θmax and θmin denote the maximum and minimum angle of a wrinkle segment, respectively. In opposite case, the death kernel removes a wrinkle segment from the configuration if the segment disagrees with the proposed density. The acceptance probability of the death kernel is obtained by the inverse of the birth kernel:
Affine transform
Unlike the birth-and-death kernel, the affine transform kernel does not change the cardinality of the current configuration. The affine kernel first selects an arbitrary segment from the current configuration, then updates the object parameters including center position, length and orientation of a line. Therefore, a wrinkle segment w becomes w by adding an affine transform vector A = [Δp Δm] , where Δp = (dx, dy) and Δm = (d , dθ), which is an infinitesimal change within the sampling space. That is
The acceptance ratio of the affine transform kernel is defined by
A new configuration is accepted as a new state of the Markov chain according to the acceptance ratio. A higher probability will be drawn if a candidate line segment fits the proposed density.
RJMCMC with delayed rejection
Although the affine transform kernel reduces optimization time, random-walk method often returns to the previous configuration and hence delays the convergence. We also observe that the visualized result shows punched lines due to the conflict of continuous sampling space and discrete image coordinates. To overcome these issues, we perform the delayed rejection scheme [4] . Once a new wrinkle segment w proposed by the affine transform kernel is rejected, we give it a second chance to be accepted into the configuration by enforcing the connectivity. For each end of w , we search for the nearest end point among the segments of the current configuration within the predefined vicinity. In this work, we set the search range within a 6-pixel-radius circle centered at each of the endpoints of w . If such nearest ends exist, we propose an alternative line segment w * by interpolating the retrieved points. Obviously, w * is firmly connected with the adjacent lines, and its object parameters are resampled according to the end points. The acceptance ratio of delayed rejection is defined by
where w = w\{w} ∪ {w } and w * = w\{w} ∪ {w
A is the second phase transition kernel for delayed rejection [4] . Due to the symmetric property of the transition kernel, (17) is simplified as 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We demonstrate the performances of the proposed algorithm on four test sequences with different spatial resolutions. Two of them are collected on the Internet, and two other sequences are the courtesy of Batool and Chellappa [2] . For all test sequences, we choose the parameters as follows: min = 3 pixels and max = 14 pixels. The orientation θ is varying from −90
• to 90
• by 1 • of increments. The marginal distance of connected segments τ is fixed to 1.2 pixels, and the maximum angular difference of aligned segments τ θ is 30
• . The initial configuration is set up according to the highest LoG filter responses similar to [2] . We perform the simulated annealing algorithm to perturb the Markov chain. The temperature T is initially set to 120, and it decreases according to the cooling schedule T t = T 0 log(1+t)
as the iterations go on. The algorithm is terminated if the number of iterations reaches 5.0 × 10 5 . Fig. 4 compares the detection results of the proposed method with those obtained by applying Batool and Chellappa's technique [2] . Since the algorithm [2] prohibits to remove seed segments, its output contains wrinkles with unnatural orientation. While the algorithm of Batool and Chellappa shows jitters in the final configuration, the proposed algorithm yields smooth wrinkles for all test sequences.
For the quantitative evaluation, we employ the same measures used in [2] : r detect shows correctness of wrinkle detection, and r false computes the over-detection ratio. We also provide the Fmeasure [9] which is independent of image size. The F-measure is defined by F = 2P R P + R , where P and R denote the precision and recall, respectively. Table 1 summarizes the quantitative performance of the proposed algorithm and of [2] , respectively.
CONCLUSIONS
We developed a new marked point process model for facial wrinkle detection. We represented wrinkles as vectorized lines, and proposed a probability density using image gradient and prior knowledge of wrinkle shapes. We developed transition kernels for RJMCMC sampler and delayed rejection scheme. Simulation results confirm that the proposed MPP model is less dependent on the initial condition and shows higher performances with the same computation time when compared to the recent state-of-the-art model [2] .
